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• Intro and short recap of PV-CSP-soiling comparison 
• Measurements and sites 
• Soiling model architecture, training and validation 
• Results and performance of soiling model 
• Summary and outlook 
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DLR Energy meteorology group at CIEMAT’s 
Plataforma Solar de Almería, the largest CSP research facility  
Research topics in CSP and PV: 
• Soiling  
• Degradation & abrasion of solar materials 
• Attenuation of radiation 
• Circumsolar radiation 
• All-sky imager based nowcasting 
• Shadow camera based measurements  




 Concentrating Solar Power 
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• Concentration of direct sunlight with mirrors to 
achieve high temperatures  
• Provision of electricity (turbine cycle), process 
heat, desalination 
• CSP uses only direct component of solar 
irradiation 
• Cost effective thermal storage option 
• Grid stabilizing effect thanks to turbine  
 Measurement of Soiling of CSP mirrors 
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• Solar weighted specular reflectance ρ 
• Cleanliness = ρsoiled / ρclean   
• TraCS: [W3] 
• Parallel real time measurement of 4 samples 
• Sun as light source 
• Rotation to increase measurement spot 
• Handheld or lab devices       [FG] 
• 5 years of CSP soiling data at PSA 




 Comparison of soiling 
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 CSP soiling rate approx. 8-9 times higher than PV (0.35%/d and 0.04%/d) 
 Assumption: same surface densities of dust and dirt 
• Direct measurement of soiling is expensive and time consuming 
• Project developers require more global data for site selection 
 
Quest:  
• Derive a soiling model and validate it locally 
• Model derives soiling rate from other weather parameters 
• Possibly transfer model to a more global scale 
 
⇒make soiling estimation possible without direct measurements 




Soiling on a more global scale? 
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 Soiling model: structure 
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g 
Sedimentation Brownian motion Impaction  
 Gravitation  Thermal motion  Air stream/wind 
Also considered:  
Rebound, resuspension, rain washing, cementation, mirror/panel orientation  
In literature the deposition velocity characterizes particle deposition. 
Deposition velocity: average velocity of a surrounding particle towards the mirror 
• Stokes number decides if particle follows 
the air flow (<1 = they follow) 
• Unknown in Stokes number is 
curvature of air flow DIM   
• DIM is dependent on impact angle of 
air flow 
• CSP mirrors are tracked  
• => Mirror orientation relative to wind speed 
for every time step is determined to 
calculate deposition velocity 
 
Soiling model: impaction 
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Wind direction Mirror azimuth 





rticl s that 
cannot follow the 
air stream 
Air stream 
• At wind speed uwind particles bigger than dreb are  
likely to bounce off the surface 




• Influence of relative humidity: high humidity makes  
rebound unlikely  
• Relation from measurement 
Soiling model: Particle rebound   
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> 
𝑢𝑢𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤𝑤 
• Deposition velocity for various wind speeds 
agrees fairly well with literature 
 
• Transfer to optical effect of soiling:  
• Determine covered surface 
• Linear correlation (from experiments) 
between soiling and covered surface to get 
soiling rate 
Soiling model: from depos. velocity to soiling rate 
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Soiling rate in 1/d 
 Soiling model: from depos. velocity to soiling rate 
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Rate of surface 
coverage 




Soiling rate in 1/d 
• Model is trained with a long term measurement dataset from PSA containing:  
• Aerosol particle number concentration from 0.25 μm - 30 μm  
• Wind, relative Humidity, rain, irradiance, dew, temperature, atmospheric 
pressure, etc. 
Soiling model: input data and parameterization  
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Visibility 








Optical particle counter 
• Model validated for two sites  
• RMSE = 2 x soiling rate measurement accuracy  
• Bias = 0.5 x soiling rate meaurement accuracy 
Soiling model performance 
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Bias (∙%/𝒅𝒅) RMSE (%/𝒅𝒅) 
PSA Training Set 0.08 0.43 
PSA Test Set 0.11 0.44 
Missour 0.09 0.46 
Soiling and condensation model applied to CSP solar field – DLR Report, WASCOP H2020 project D3.2, 2018, to be published online on www.wascop.eu, 
Missour, Morocco PSA, Spain 
• Approximate soiling information is often 
sufficient for cleaning scheduling   
• Binning of soiling rate into low (<1 %/d) and 
high (>1 %/d) soiling rate  
• result: low soiling days are predicted correctly 
with more than 90% probability 
Soiling model performance 



























































Bins and Train Set










• Atmospheric dust transport models : 
• Updated several times a day 
• Regional and global domains with 10 x 10 km2 pixels 
• Forecast of atmospheric dust load and „deposition“ 
• The model includes the weather parameters used in our soiling model 
 
=> It is possible to integrate the CSP soiling model into dust transport models 
 
Outlook: Soiling rate map and forecast 
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Activities within the solwatt project (https://solwatt.eu/) in collaboration with BSC: 
• Couple the CSP soiling model with BSC atmospheric dust transport model 
• => soiling rate forecast of 72 hours  
• => soiling rate map from reanalysis of historical dust model data 
 
• Covered last webinar: Transfer of CSP soiling to PV soiling is possible  
=> PV soiling forecast and map are possible, not funded yet 
Outlook: Soiling rate map and forecast  
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 Soiling measurement setup at PSA 
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PV reference cells PV panels SCC 
comparison 









counter visibility wind 
 enerMENA network 
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12 meteorological measurement stations (solar irradiance, 

















 Thank you for your attention 
 
fabian.wolfertstetter@dlr.de 
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• Soiling rate = reduction of cleanliness  
                       over time 
• Soiling rate is dependent on time and  
location 
• Not (yet) a standard measurement parameter 
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Soiling Rate over year
All negativ data
Moving mean window 10
Moving mean window 30











Soiling rate in 1/d 
